


I feel the school should address favouritism and keep a mental note of the same children who 
are always picked out for various tasks and activities. I do feel many oaresnts who have not 
paid their £45 should be spoken to as ithus makes it unfair for the parents who have paid. I 
also feel the homework club should not have been taken away, especially for year 6 who may 
be prepping for their sats. The school lunches are a big issue amongst parents. My child has 
come home on numerous times with stomach ache after school. There are too many mixed 
reviews concerning this topic. When it is ekadashi I feel the meals are of no nuntrional value. 
Maybe a brand new menu with a fresh pair of eyes would help. Overall, the school is good and 
my child is happy attending. I am not sure I would recommend this school yet to other parents. 
A few teething problems.

There is no favouritism, although from an external perspective, it may seem otherwise. 

Thank you to all that contribute. You are thanked with discounts and free opportunities. Some 
are not in a position to contribute and that is fine. Those that are will contribute in other ways. 

Lunches are good the overwhelming majority of the time. There will be occasional issues but 
reports of food being cold, uncooked or running out is usually inaccurate with various staff 
going late for lunch and it being warm and still available. 

It has been a brilliant school for my daughter. However, I feel the school is slow in alerting and 
sending appropriate information out to parents on time. The school dinners could do better as 
it’s the same every term. Not everyday is there some member of staff in the mornings to 
ensure parents don’t have to come out of the cars to open the door for their child. Yet we have 
been asked not to come out and assist our children.

Lunch menus change termly. Please use the Lunch contact form for ideas should this still 
appear not the case. 

Mr Kite and Mr Linnett are usually out as doormen but if absent, of course come out and open 
the door where needed. Sometimes staff need to deal with/organise things last minute 
(including queries from parents) but they will be out as soon as possible. 

Please do stay in the car and let staff open the rear doors (child-locked) as this speeds the 
drop-off up. 

I think the school needs to concentrate more on maths and english as I don't no but my child 



Krishna Avanti primary 96hool is brillent S6hool its good religion and children cans understand about culture and also progress in study’s is well but some problem with parking and children get he’s homework in high levels some time that is not for children looks parents homework so teacher need check before giving homework.



Noted. 

there is room for improvement in communication from school to parents

Please come and share ideas at a Coffee Meeting (monthly) or the Contact page. The more 
specific the feedback, the better we can make it. 

this school is good

Why is homework not uploaded on the days specified on the web page and why are clubs 
cancelled and no other provisions made even thou they are free?

Homework should be uploaded other than on very rare occasions. Please get in touch next time 
it is not. 

If clubs are cancelled it is because there is no option other than to do so. Staff run clubs as a 
matter of good will without pay. 

would like the teachers to look at kids misbehaving and helping those children who find it hard

We hope we do. Much happens behind the scenes you will be unaware of and we will not share 
for reasons of confidentiality. If you think there is an issue, speak to your child’s class teacher 
and they will investigate and respond to it. They will not however tell you what is happening with 
another parent’s child. 

Would like to see more great projects to help the school go further with involvement of parents 
and businesses

Agree. Please help us to link up with any you know. 


